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Since a compact manifold which admits a continuous, associative

multiplication with identity must be a group [l], the two-sphere

cannot be a (topological) semigroup with identity. S. T. Hu has

raised the question "is it possible for the two-sphere to be a semi-

group with a circle subgroup?" Here, we answer this question in the

affirmative, giving both abelian and nonabelian examples. We also

give some information about the structure of such semigroups which

indicates that perhaps these (and similar) examples are essentially

all there are. In particular, we prove the following result.

Theorem. Let S be a semigroup which is topologically the two-sphere.

Suppose B is a circle subgroup. Let S\B = AVJC, and let e be the idem-

potent of B. Then
(i) S has a zero, 0, and 0(£B;

(ii) // OEC, then Q = C\JB is an abelian (L)-semigroup (for the

definition see §1) with boundary B and identity e. Moreover, Q is con-

tained in the center of S, and Q is an ideal;

(iii) There exists an element aEA, a(£S2, such that ax = xa = 0 for

all x ES.

Thinking of 0 as the south pole, a as the north pole, and the

northernmost circle group as the equator, this gives complete in-

formation about the southern hemisphere, and a hint as to what

happens in the northern. Probably, there is a northern "cap" which

multiplies by projection onto the southern hemisphere, with the

identity of the southern hemisphere acting as the projector. The

cylinder between the southern hemisphere and the northern cap is

probably of the form JXB where / is a semigroup on the unit inter-

val whose multiplication "collapses" in some manner (see our exam-

ples) to its only idempotent which is a zero at one endpoint. We have

been unable to recover this cylinder (if it exists).
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1. Preliminaries. By semigroup we shall always mean topological

semigroup (i.e., a Hausdorff space with a continuous, associative

multiplication). A subsemigroup will always be closed. An ideal of 5

is a subset RQS such that xER, yES implies xyER, yxER. An

ideal may or may not be closed. The kernel K of 5 is the (unique)

minimal closed ideal of 5. We use □ to denote the null set. A\B is

used in place of A —B.

We recall here that an (L)-semigroup is a semigroup with identity

on a compact manifold with connected boundary such that the

boundary is a (Lie) subgroup. The authors [2] have completely classi-

fied all (L)-semigroups. Of particular use here is the following result

which is a special case of the more general problem treated in [2]:

1.1. Lemma. Let Q be a two-cell which is an (L)-semigroup. Then Q

is abelian. In fact, if B is the boundary of Q, then B is a circle group,

and is the largest group containing the identity. Further, there is a sub-

semigroup JQQ such that J is isomorphic and homeomorphic to a semi-

group on [0, 1 ] with 0 acting as a zero, and 1 as an identity. Moreover,

the zero for J is a zero for Q, and JB = Q.

The authors [2] have also classified semigroups on [0, l] of the

type described above, but this information is used only indirectly

here, i.e., only insofar as it helps describe the (L)-semigroup Q.

1.2. Lemma. Let D be the two-cell (unit disc) in the complex plane,

\z\ =1, and U= {z: \z\ Oo^l }• If the mapping f:D^D is such that
f(z)=zfor \z\ =rB, then UCf(U).

Proof. This is quite easy using the index of the mapping.

1.3. Lemma. Let D be the two-cell, D = U0 Ca where Ca is a circle, and

CaPCk = n if a^b. Then at least one Ca is degenerate (i.e., a point).

Proof. Let Da equal Ca together with its interior, and partially

order the sets Da by inclusion. Let SF be a maximal chain, and

P = (")<■ Da for DaE'S- Then P is nonempty since each Da is compact.

Let xEP, and suppose xECt- Clearly DbEDa for every DaE5, and

therefore, since 'S is maximal, DbE5 and Dh is a minimal element.

Hence there can be no c^b such that DcQDb. But this implies

Cb = Db= {x\.

2. Proof of the theorem. We shall assume, for the remainder of

this section, that 5 is the two-sphere; that 5 is a semigroup; that 5

contains a circle subgroup B with idem potent (identity for B) e; and

that S\B=A\JC. Here A and C are disjoint, open hemispheres, each

homeomorphic with an open two-cell, and the boundary of each is B.
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The proof proceeds in a number of short steps.

2.1. Define f:S->S by fix) =xe. If A<£f{S), then CQfiS).
Proof. Since A is not contained in/(5), there is a small open disc

WCA, wrif(S) = 0- Let V=S\W. Then F is a closed two-cell.
Further, f(V)CV (since /(S) C V) and fib) = b for b in B. By Lemma

1.2, CCfiQCfiS).
Assume hereafter, then, that CCZfiS).
2.2. Forx£Q=CVJB,xe = x.
Proof. Since CCJiS), each x(E.C is of the form ye for some yG5.

Hence, x=ye = iye)e = xe.

2.3. If K is the minimal ideal of S, then BC\K = □.
Proof. If B meets K, then clearly BQK. But K is the union of

disjoint, connected, maximal subgroups topologically isomorphic to

one another [l]. Let R be the maximal subgroup containing e. We

then have R = B. For if not, since R is connected, we would have

dim R> 1 [3 ] so that dim R = 2. Hence, R contains an open neighbor-

hood of e (it must contain a two-dimensional Euclidean subset), and

hence R is a 2-dimensional compact Lie group. But a compact mani-

fold does not contain a proper compact submanifold of the same di-

mension [4, see proof of 3.1]. Hence, R = S which is impossible.

Since eÇ^K, fiS)C.K, where / is the mapping of (2.1), and in

particular CCfiS)CZK. It follows that C is a union of disjoint, non-

degenerate, circle groups. But this contradicts Lemma 1.3.

2.4. Q= C^JB is an ideal.
Proof. Let K denote the unique minimal ideal of S. For any set

RQS, let JiR) denote the union of all ideals (not necessarily closed)

contained in R, if any such exist. Then JiR) is an ideal, the largest

ideal contained in R. It is known [5] that if R is open and contains

at least one ideal, then JiR) is open.

K is connected iK = SkS for any kÇ.K), so by 2.3 either KQA or
KC.C Assume KC.A. Then JiA) is open. JiA)~ is an ideal bigger

than JiA), so it meets B. Hence B(ZJiA)~, and in particular,

eGJ(A)~. But by 2.2, C=CeCJiA)~CA\JB which is clearly im-

possible.

Thus, KQC, and therefore /(C) is open. Then, just as above,

BCJ(C)-, and therefore CCJ(C)~. But this means J(C)~ = Ç.
2.5. Q is an abelian (L)-semigroup with identity e, and zero 0.

Proof. Topologically Q is a two-cell with boundary B and, by 2.5,

Q is a subsemigroup. From 2.2 we know that e is a right identity

for Q. Consider now the function g(x)=ex. It maps Q into itself,

and leaves B pointwise fixed, and hence is onto (Lemma 1.2). As in

2.2, this implies that ex = x for each xG(?, so e is also a left identity
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for Q. Thus Q is a two-cell (L)-semigroup with identity e and bound-

ary B. The rest of the assertion now follows from Lemma 1.1.

2.6. 5 has a zero.

Proof. Let 0 be the zero of Q. Since Q is an ideal, OxEQ for all

xES. Hence 0x = 02x = 0(0x) =0. Similarly, x0 = 0.

2.7. Q is in the center of S.
Proof. Let qEQ, xES, so that qxEQ and hence qx = eqxe, q = eq.

Then since Q is abelian:

qx = (eq)(xe) = (xe)(eq) = x(eeq) = x(eq) = xq.

2.8. Iff:A\JB-+CVJB is a mapping such that f(b)=b for bEB, then
f is onto.

Proof. Let p be a 1-1 continuous projection of A\JB onto CVJB

leaving B pointwise fixed. Then F:CyJB—>C^JB defined by F(x)

=/(¿>-1(x)) leaves B pointwise fixed, and hence is onto (Lemma 2.1).

This clearly implies the result.

2.9. IfxyEAUB, then ex, eyEB.
Proof. Since xS is connected and meets both A\JB and Q, it

meets B. It follows that there is a point zES such that xz = e. Hence,

e = (ex)(ez) so that ez is an inverse for ex. Since exEQ, this implies

exEB. Similarly, eyEB.
We now complete the proof of (iii) of the theorem. By (2.8) the

mapping defined by/(x) =xe is onto, so that there exists an element

aEA such that ea = ae = 0. Now aS*USaQQ, for if not (say o5(|I0,

there exists some xES such that axEA. By (2.9) this implies aeEB,

a contradiction. Hence for x£5, axEQ- But e is the identity for Q

so that ax = eax = 0x = 0. Similarly, xa = 0 for all x. Now clearly aÈS2,

for if xy = a, then by (2.9), xe, yeEB. Hence, 0 = ae = xye = (xe)(ye)

EB, a contradiction. This completes the proof.

3. Some examples. We give here two examples (many more could

be constructed similarly) of semigroups on the two-sphere having

circle subgroups. In the process we give an interesting example of a

nonabelian semigroup on a closed interval, (Example 3.2). It is known

[6] that if a closed interval is a semigroup with one end point a zero

and the other an idempotent, then it must be abelian. Example 3.2

shows this cannot be relaxed to just the assumption that one endpoint

is a zero.

3.1. Example. Let h be the unit interval [0, l], and define xy = 0

for all x, y El.
3.1'. Example. Let D be any (L)-semigroup on a 2-cell with

boundary B. Let P=BXh, and let Do be another copy of D. Paste

D, P, and D0 together in the obvious way so that the base ( = B X {0} )
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of P coincides with B of D, and the top ( = SXJl}) coincides with

Bo of Do- We thus obtain a two-sphere. Define multiplication in D

and in P in the natural way (they are already semigroups). To

multiply an element of P by an element of D, first project the element

of P into B, and then take the multiplication for elements of D.

Finally, to multiply elements in D0 by anything, we first project them

into the corresponding elements in D, and then use the previously

defined multiplication. The multiplication so defined is continuous

and associative, and B is a circle subgroup (in fact, depending on our

choice of D, we may have a continuum of circle subgroups, [2]).

Note that this semigroup is abelian.

3.2. Example. Let I2 be the interval [1/8, 1/2] and let/: [l/3,

1/2]—>[l/8, 1/3] be any homeomorphism such that/(l/3) =1/3 and

f(l/2) = 1/8. Denote the ordinary product of x and y by xy, and

define a multiplication in I2, to be denoted x o y, as follows:

(i)      xG [1/8,1/3],        y Eh,    then    xo y = max (1/8, xy);

(ii)     x G [1/3, 1/2],        y G Ii,    then    x o y = /(x) o y.

Since all triple products are zero ( = 1/8), the associativity of this

multiplication is trivial. Continuity is clear by the definition. Since

(1/2) o (1/3) = 1/8, and (1/3) o (1/2) = 1/6, I2 is not abelian.
Now take I{ = [0, 1 ] such that [0, 1/2] is isomorphic to I2 above,

and multiplication x o y is defined for elements xG [0, 1/2], y G [l/2,

l]by:

xo y = xo (1 — y),        y o x = (1 — y) o x

and for x, yG [1/2, l] by:

xo y = (1 — x) o (1 — y).

3.2'. Example. Construct a semigroup on the two-sphere as in

3.1', with 7/ taking the place of I\. This example is nonabelian.

It would be interesting to know whether all semigroups on the two-

sphere (of the type considered here) are obtained in like manner.

4. Some problems. This question leads to some interesting prob-

lems about the two-sphere. We list here three that are of interest to

us.

PI. Is every nonzero idempotent to the sphere contained in a circle

subgroup, if there exists at least one such?

P2. If Bo is the circle group nearest a (see the theorem), is the

(L)-semigroup D0 consisting of the hemisphere below (and including)

Bo the maximal ideal / with the property that J2 = Jl
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P3. We know that under our assumptions, S25¿S. If the two-

sphere is a semigroup 5 such that S2 = S, must the multiplication be

trivial (i.e., either xy=x for all pairs, or xy=y always)? This is a

special case of a problem of A. D. Wallace [7], namely, if M is a com-

pact connected manifold which is a semigroup such that M2 = M,

must one of the following hold: (i) M is a group, or (ii) multiplication

is trivial.

This is in general false. For example, consider the torus T=A XB,

where A and B are circles. Give A the circle group multiplication, and

B the trivial multiplication: bc = c for all b, cEB. Give T the direct

product multiplication. Then T2= T, but neither (i) nor (ii) holds.
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